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QUESTION 1
Which command will upgrade UniData from a previous release without performing a
new install?
A. updatesys
B. udtupdate
C. udtinstall
D. ud61.install
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
Which command is used to place an existing trigger routine name in the file header of an
existing file?
A. CREATE.TRIGGER
B. TRIGGER.CREATE
C. TRIGGER.ENABLE
D. CREATE.FILE.TRIGGER
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
Dynamic hashed files make it possible to
A. eliminate the possibility of corruption
B. eliminate the need for any maintenance on the file
C. eliminate level 2 overflow since blocks split at 80% full
D. create logical files that circumvents a system file limit
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
What method can a UNIX administrator use to avoid providing the entire path when
using the 'ECL LOGTO' command?
A. Put an entry in udtconfig.
B. Create an entry for the account in UD.ACCOUNTS.
C. Create an entry in the VOC that points to the directory.
D. Create a symbolic link in $UDTHOME that points to the account's directory.
Answer: D
QUESTION 5
In which file would the data records of a dynamic hashed file named WORKSITES be
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stored?
A. In a part file called idx001
B. In a part file called dat001 or over001
C. In an OS file (not an OS directory) named WORKSITES
D. In a part file called RECORDS in the WORKSITES OS directory
Answer: B
QUESTION 6
Which option describes the information found in an entry of the UniData part table
'parttbl'?
A. Size of each 'part file'
B. The amount of reserved space on each file system
C. The split and merge percentages for this part file
D. Maximum number of 'part files' a dynamic file can expand to
Answer: B
QUESTION 7
Which 'udtconfig' parameter contains the size of a shared memory segment to store
globally cataloged programs?
A. SHM_PGM_SIZE
B. SHM_MAX_SIZE
C. SBCS_SHM_TBL
D. SBCS_SHM_SIZE
Answer: D
QUESTION 8
On UniData for UNIX, installation script answers are kept in which file?
A. install.scr
B. install.hist
C. install.param
D. install.config
Answer: C
QUESTION 9
Which tool provides detailed file statistics about all records in a file?
A. guide
B. showud
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C. verify2
D. GROUP.STAT
Answer: A
QUESTION 10
Administrators will inspect and possibly adjust which two related parameters (kernel and
udtconfig) in response to the error 'Error on creating a shared memory segment
(size=xxx), errno=xxx'?
A. UNIX kernel shmem and UniData SHMEM
B. UNIX kernel SEMMNU and UniData SEMMNU
C. UNIX kernel shmmax and UniData SHM_MAX_SIZE
D. UNIX kernel SHM_PG_SIZE and UniData SHM_GN_TBLS
Answer: C
QUESTION 11
Which file is required to establish a directory as a UniData account?
A. VOC
B. bin
C. BASIC
D. __VVTERMCAP
Answer: A
QUESTION 12
The VCATALOG command is used to
A. catalog a specific program located in the BP file.
B. verify all compiled code in your local BP file.
C. verify and catalog all the BP programs in the current BP file.
D. compare the object file and the compiled program in the global catalog file
byte-by-byte.
Answer: D
QUESTION 13
Administrators would use the CLEAR.ACCOUNT command to
A. Remove all non-standard verbs from an account
B. Clear the contents of all UniData files in the account
C. Remove all traces of a UniData account except for the directory
D. Remove all files and subdirectories from the _PH_ and _HOLD_ directories
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